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OFFER 

 
JSC “VZEP” for the purpose of expansion of sales markets addresses with the offer on 

rendering assistance in search of constant partners within opportunities available for you 
according to the solution of trade and economic and investment questions. 

We are interested in cooperation with the enterprises of automotive industry, power, trade 
organizations. 

 
Open joint-stock company «Vitebsky zavod elektroizmeritelnykh priborov» is  one of 

steadily developing and perspective enterprises of Vitebsk and Republic of Belarus. 
Products with JSC “VZEP” brand by right gained recognition in Republic of Belarus and 

abroad. 
The closed cycle of production from development until the release of finished goods, 

existence of the accredited control and test station and the qualified experts allow to create 
production which conforms to modern requirements of quality, technical capabilities, design, are 
focused on requirements of consumers. 

JSC “VZEP” territory is 6,1062 hectare. Floor space - 33466 sq.m. 
Operating productions constantly are modernized, the new high-performance equipment is 

bought, modern advanced technological processes are implemented, innovative production is 
accustomed and prepared for production. 

More than half a century the plant makes and delivers production intended for usual and 
special service conditions on domestic and foreign markets. 

Devices apply on transport and in aircraft, at the industrial enterprises and in houses, on 
warm and hydroelectric power stations. 

Basic codes of the produced goods: 
8504400000 Instrument transducers and digital meters 

 
Detailed information you can find on our site  www.vzep.vitebsk.by  
Modern  quality level, reliability, technical capabilities of products and the price are the 

components which allow the enterprise to conform to the main requirements of standard STB 
ISO 9001-2009. 

There is a continuous process of nomenclature expansion due to release of the new and 
modernized products. 

Representatives in Republic of Belarus and abroad allow to provide timely delivery and 
service of production of the enterprise. 

 

We are open for new communications,  
to mutually advantageous projects for business cooperation! 

 
 
BELARUS 
210630, Vitebsk,  
Ilyinsky str. 19/18,  
www.vzep.vitebsk.by; 
e-mail: vzep@vitebsk.by 
 

 
Head of centre of commerce 
Valery SHIRKO 
+375 212 363448 
  
 
 

 
 
                                     

http://www.vzep.vitebsk.by/


№ 
п/п Name of production Number in 

catalogue
Code of the 

goods Application Photo Price, $ Delivery 
condition

1 AC current transducer Е842 8504403009 for linear conversion of alternating current to an unified DC output
signal for changing load without an additional power supply. 22 СРТ

2 Power transducer Е848М1 8504403009
for linear conversion of AC three-phase and single-phase four- and
three-wire circuits' active power to an unified DC output signal or an
unified DC voltage output signal.

177 СРТ

3 Transducers Е854М1 8504403009
for linear conversion of alternating current or of AC voltage to an
unified DC output signal,and for data transmission via the RS-485
interface (Е854 - current; Е855 - voltage)

74 СРТ

4 Transducers  Е855М1 8504403009
for linear conversion of alternating current or of AC voltage to an
unified DC output signal,and for data transmission via the RS-485
interface (Е854 - current; Е855 - voltage)

77 СРТ

5 Measuring transducers Е858 8504403009
for conversion of an input signal to an unified DC signal. (Е851 sum 
of analog DC signals ; Е856 - direct current; Е857 - DC voltage; 
Е858 - DC frequency)

147 СРТ

LIST of  JSC "VZEP"production

 Instrument transducers 


